
We need your agency’s help to conduct a complete count of everyone experiencing 
homelessness on Wednesday Jan. 30, 2019 in Orange County - we request your 
agency’s participation in the 2019 Point-in-Time (PIT) Service Count. During the night 
of Wed. Jan. 30, volunteers will go out to count people experiencing homelessness 
during the PIT Street Count. The Service Count is conducted for the following week, 
Thurs. Jan. 31 – Tues. Feb. 5, to find people missed during the Street Count.
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The PIT count gives us valuable info that we use in planning, it’s also required by the 
U.S. Department of Housing & Urban Development (HUD) and informs the amount of 
funding Orange County agencies can receive. The Partnership to End Homelessness is 
committed to getting the most accurate number possible given these high stakes.
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Many people think about the PIT as only the Street Count – there are actually two 
other important parts of the count – the Sheltered Count and the Service Count. 
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If all of these Orange County agencies participate in the Service Count we will have a 
more accurate PIT count and can feel more confident about the accuracy of our data.
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Information collected in the surveys will be aggregated and used to create a report. We 
also submit the data to HUD alongside the companion piece to the PIT, the Housing 
Inventory Chart (HIC). If we can connect people to services, and they are interested in 
this, we want to do this.
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We ask you and your staff to ask the question, “Where did you sleep on Wednesday, 
January 30?” to every client between Thursday January 31 – Tuesday February 5.
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If the answer is in a location considered homeless by the U.S. Department of Housing & 
Urban Development (HUD), please ask if they have already completed the PIT survey. 
The survey is short, 2 pages long (1 page front and back) and contains questions about 
the person’s identity and length of time homeless. If they already completed a survey, 
they would have received a thank you bag. If they have completed a survey, the process 
is over – no need to complete an additional survey.
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In 2018 we counted 39 people living unsheltered in the PIT count, we are not expecting 
hundreds of surveys completed. We do want to ask as many people as possible the 2 
questions to ensure our count is as accurate as possible.
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Next we will look at the revised Orange County survey form for 2019.
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Even if people do not want to take the survey, please ask them if they would like follow 
up about housing and services (Question 17). And also please complete the survey 
using your observations – read on for more info on this.
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If there is one adult and one or more children, the adult is clearly the Head of 
Household. If there are two adults in the household, either can be Head of Household 
(record non HoH person’s info in the chart on page 2 of the form). Questions 1-12 refer 
to the HoH. The survey will ask for dates in several places, it’s OK to use approximate 
dates if needed. Please completely fill the surveys and use the language as written to 
increase consistency and accuracy.

Also please make sure the Interviewer and Interview location info is filled at the top of 
form – staff from the Orange County Partnership to End Homelessness will contact you 
if we need more info for de-duplicating.
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If people do not want to give answers for the survey, please complete it as best you 
can. Please write on the form the date of the interview and as much identifying info as 
possible about the person so we can attempt to de-duplicate the survey if needed.
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If you already have an answer from previous conversation, record it here. If you need 
more detail, please read the answer choices and record participant answer.
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Staff from the Orange County Partnership to End Homelessness may contact you for 
help with de-duplicating.
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These questions are answered as the person identifies – interviewer opinions should 
not be recorded here if the participant is providing answers. Please note that there are 
four choice for gender: Male, Female, Transgender, and Gender Non-conforming. For 
Race, people can check two or more boxes OR the Multiple races box if they identify as 
multi-racial, either way to record this is fine.
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Q7 is very important to read as written. Many folks that HUD and the VA consider to be 
veterans do not consider themselves to be veterans, we want to ask the question in a 
way to obtain the most accurate info.
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Questions 9-11 are about the episode of homelessness. Use approximate dates if 
needed. Please complete all question parts.
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Please check only one box for this question – HUD requires that communities report PIT 
info by household type. Most (75+%) people counted experiencing homelessness in 
Orange County in recent years are Single adults, without children.
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Question 14 should be completed if there is another person in the household. Please 
use the wording (how does household member identify) from Questions 4-6 for gender, 
race, and ethnicity questions. Please use wording from Question 7 for veteran status; 
wording from Q12 for disability; wording from Questions 9-10 for length of time 
homeless.

If the additional household member has a different length of time homeless, please 
write that in the blank provided below the chart. If there are multiple additional 
household members with different lengths of time homeless, please indicate the 
member(s) identifying info alongside their different length of time homeless.
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Per national best practices, our goal is to ask as few questions as possible in order to 
best respect the privacy and dignity of respondents. In recent years, we have only asked 
questions that are required by HUD. Since the 2018 PIT, two community partnerships 
have generated the desire for more data that we can use locally:
• The Orange County Partnership to End Homelessness partnered with Orange County 

Animal Services on the 2017-2018 Pets & Homelessness Task Force. One of the Task 
Force’s recommendations was to add Question 15 to gather more data about the 
number and types of companion animals that people experiencing homelessness 
have so that we can better provide services for both the people and animals.

• The Partnership is also working with Orange County Living Wage to better 
understand people experiencing homelessness who have income to better address 
this population’s needs
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Even if participant declined to give any information, please be sure to ask this question. 
To be clear, there are no new programs or services that this follow up will connect folks 
to. If people are already connected to a service provider like the Community 
Empowerment Fund (CEF), the Inter-Faith Council for Social Service (IFC), Orange 
County Dept. of Social Services (DSS) or others, they will likely have any information we 
can provide to them. If not, we will ensure people know about the process to access 
shelter and emergency assistance in Orange County (info on OCPEH website: 
https://www.ocpehnc.com/resources). We want to connect people with housing and 
service resources if at all possible.
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